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PAST
• IT Leadership Team, ABC

• Senior Technical Leader, ABC

• Network Manager, ABC

• IT Manager, Hudson Technology

FUTURE (OBJECTIVE)
• Grow the capability of the business 

through IT leadership

• “Make a difference in the world 

through the work I do and the people 

with whom I do work”

Sam Smith
CIO XY Division, ABC Technologies

SUMMARY
Sam Smith has a distinctive combination of technology expertise and business-mindedness that she could leverage more broadly as a leader.

A reorganization has redefined the firm into seven major business units.  Sam has been chosen as the CIO of the second-largest, and most 

technology-driven, of the business units.  

She brings remarkable technology leadership capability and deep industry experience that has earned the respect of the IT community. She 

brings an analytical, learning-based, results-driven approach that leads her to personally deliver business results beyond her job scope

DEVELOPMENT RECOMMENDATIONS
If she can mobilize her more latent ability to lead others instead of being hands-on, she can multiply her expertise for vastly greater impact. She 

has a broad and integrated view of the company that could lead to her having positive, company-wide impact for the right project
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PAST
• IT Leadership Team, ABC
• Senior Technical Leader, ABC
• Network Manager, ABC
• IT Manager, Hudson Technology

FUTURE (OBJECTIVE)
• Grow the capability of the business 

through IT leadership
• “Make a difference in the world 

through the work I do and the people 
with whom I do work”

Sam Smith
CIO XY Division, ABC Technologies



Strengths and Opportunities

» Always starts from the client’s perspective. 
— Sam thinks long range about needs and efforts, which in turn 

informs hers approach to leadership and business development. 

Takes initiative and partners to get the job done right.

» Strong performance orientation
— Sets stretch targets, and pushes hard for achievement.

» Understands how IT relates to business. 
— Sam integrates ongoing improvements, a view of the technology 

landscape and concepts such as Six Sigma directly into business 

process. 

» Commercially-oriented: 
— Sam brings IT into business. Not only respected for 

understanding ABC Technologies business, but has actually 

developed new businesses, e.g., selling internal project 

management software to important clients.

» Involve team members more
— Regularly involve team members in making decisions and shaping 

plans; invite open dialogue.

» Thinking broadly
— Look for opportunities to “put on an ABC Technologies hat” and 

think more expansively, and more specifically, about ways to have 

wider impact. Engage more in senior team meetings. Sam likes 

operating and thinking across the company, but currently seems 

uninterested in taking initiative.

» Build team capability
— Develop people to leverage their abilities, so they can work with 

less direct oversight. She has a good record in hiring and 

occasionally in developing; but she applies it selectively.

» Leverage exceptional expertise
— Sam’s vast experience and business knowledge sometimes 

makes her impatient with those less experienced.  Opportunities 

exist to leverage that insight in terms of internal consulting 

beyond hers current role, which would also be energizing for her.

Key Strengths Opportunity Areas
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Experience: Size and Scope

- Sam brings substantial and broad experience to the role

- She is very experienced at working within large-scale, 
public, matrixed organizations with a strong government 
client base

- She has spent her entire career in software-based high-
tech firms, mostly very large, mostly ABC Technologies

- Is accustomed to working in a global environment, mostly 
European and North American based

Technically, Sam has managed larger groups than the one she 
manages now, though the complexity is roughly the same 

Size
- Previously, she managed a smaller but broad group that spanned the 

company, but was mildly more complex. In essence, she fits this role

Scope
- She is accustomed to leading across geographies and settings; 

previously she had a corporate function that took her into multiple 
aspects of the business

0 1 2 3 4 5

Transformation

Technical Expertise

Sector Expertise

Large company



Capability Data Overview

Results Focus: 5 Improves incrementally
- Target: 5 Improves incrementally

Experimentation: 5 Leads safe culture
- Target: 4: Takes thoughtful risks

Transforming: 3 Challenges status quo
- Target:  4 Advocates for direction

Strategic Focus: 4 Turns strategies into plans
- Target: 5 Shapes strategy

Collaborating: 3 Invites input
- Target: 4: Shares decisions

Leading Teams: 3 Invites participation
- Target: 4 Works collaboratively with team
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Capability Data in Detail
Current Capabilities Next Level

Experimentation 5 Approaches situations as an experimenter
• Assumes failure is more likely than success and prepares to learn from it
• Tries different approaches from anywhere, tests relative benefits and risks
• Works with others to ensure everything works for everyone
• Seeks idea that could cause significant problems to current approaches but great 

benefit

6 Experiments organizationally
• Operates a wide range of experiments at once – some nearly certain to fail, balanced with some nearly 

certain to succeed, across a spectrum and across the organization
• Accepts and plans for failures across parts of the organization as the price for greater success elsewhere 

without penalizing those whose experiments fail
• Invests in a wide range of people and experiments

Strategic Focus 3 Thinks beyond own area or the short term
• Segments the total market covered in own area into categories of customer or client.

• Adopts a long-term perspective about the business (customer segments and the 
external environment). Develops hypotheses or alternative scenarios of how critical 
issues will play out beyond the year, and uses these to set challenging goals with a 
future payoff or outcomes.

• Translates business goals into well-defined performance plans for hers/her own 
organization and communicates link between current activities and goals.

• Thinks beyond annual goals.

4 Translates strategy into plans
• Explains specifically how changes in competitors, clients, and market segments affect own business or 

institution.
• Translates broad corporate strategies into clear, specific objectives and plans for units and individuals.

• Creates plans that address specific segments or contrasts local market with other locations or segments.

• Thinks 2-3 years ahead. 

Results Focus 6 Re-engineers
• Restructures or re-engineers organizational processes for a measurable positive 

impact on a function, division and/or institution.
• Creates best-in-class solutions and introduces them across an organization.

• Sets benchmarks independent of and beyond organizational best practice, based on a 
defined understanding of what is possible.

• Identifies ways to transform the business; changes substantial portions of the 
organization or adds additional business models to drive higher-order performance 
relative to the market.

7 Transforms industry
• Sets benchmarks independent and beyond industry best practice, based on a clear, defined understanding of 

what is possible.
• Identifies ways to dramatically transform the industry norms, practices, and offerings.

• Creates new business models that create whole new businesses for the industry.

Aligning and Leading 
Change

Not observed 1 Open and helpful about change
• Recognizes and subscribes to the need to change.

• When presented with change, looks for opportunities to support a positive, optimistic approach. 
• Receptive to, and implements new ideas and approaches that are justified in business terms.

• Empathizes with those experiencing difficulty adapting to change, and helps them to understand and accept.



Capability Data in Detail
Current Capabilities Next Level

Leading Teams 2 Provides purpose behind goals
• Explains what to do and the reasons why. Communicates the link between current 

tasks and longer-term goals.
• Sets specific goals for team and direct reports, maintains general awareness of 

progress over time.
• Delegates tasks with close supervision.
• Evaluates task performance, in terms of success and failure, after the fact.

3 Leads through direction and objectives
• Engages people in discussion around the business direction, conveying the organizational vision and direction 

and how the unit or a project fits in. 
• Delegates projects with a clear set of agreed objectives/measures of success.
• Translates business goals into priorities and individual  performance measures aligned with goal progress 

measures and communicates regularly about long-term goals to reinforce the larger intent.
• Frequently reviews project progress and seeks corrective actions when needed.
• Identifies and recruits people with proven performance in related projects, based on appropriate behaviors.

Developing 
Capability

2 Supports development of team members
• Praises performance improvements.
• Tells people explicitly what to do to get better.
• Provides standard, existing opportunities for growth, e.g. via established 

organizational programs.

3 Gives feedback for development
• Spends time and probes to develop a clear perception of employees’ behaviors and how these impact 

performance.
• Gives critical feedback in behavioral terms and discusses suggestions for improvement.
• Uses  existing institutional programs to support employees’ career growth in individual ways. 
• Uses a regular assessment and feedback process to focus the development effort. 

Collaborating 3 Engages individually to build collaboration
• Invites and uses the opinions and perspectives of others.
• Engages people in a dialogue to gain commitment and bring them "on board", linking 

their perspective to the intent.
• Adapts own approach to the audience, anticipating impact of words and actions, 

preparing for possible resistance and responding in an appropriate style, using a 
range of influencing styles.

• Resolves conflicts by discussing individual issues with each person.
• Checks with both sides of a discussion to ensure a common understanding.
• Takes initiative to maintain contacts. 

4 Collaborates fully with a group
• Negotiates with a genuine give-and-take approach, where both act as true peers and decisions are shared.
• Spends time identifying all stakeholders necessary and meets or connects with all of them, neglecting no one 

to shape a collective consensus.
• Identifies opportunities to build relationships that will help others achieve their objectives and reaches out to 

those people or new people.



Hogan Personality Inventory
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Percentile score

Summary of findings

- Calm and confident in high-stress situations and ambitious 

to have an impact, Sam prefers to work selectively with 

others, but drives hard and carefully

Strengths

- Adjustment: Manages self, unaffected by heavy workloads

- Ambition: Competitive, eager to succeed 

- Sociability: Good at working alone, listening over talking

Challenges

- Adjustment: may appear arrogant and resist feedback

- Ambition: may appear restless to take charge

- Sociability: may not engage sufficiently with staff



Hogan Development Survey
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Summary of findings

- Being both somewhat mistrustful and unwilling to speak 

out, Sam can sometimes give the appearance of someone 

who is cynical and aloof to the views of others 

Key Risks

- High risk

- Skeptical: Tends to assume the worst: suspicious, cynical as to 

people’s motives, argumentative

- Moderate Risk

- Reserved: Tends to appear uncaring about others, tough, aloof, 

and remote: not communicating well 

- Dutiful: Willing to go along, respectful of organizational 

authority

Comments

- Sam needs to think about how to engage in a positive and open 

manner to the extent necessary for a senior leader
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Leadership Capability: Definitions

Capability Definition
Results Focus Drives towards top business performance. Pushes to meet or beat goals, and personally improves 

performance. At highest levels, changes what the organization or even the industry can do, creating far 
greater results.

Strategic Focus Focuses on larger and longer-term issues, and creates plans and strategies. At higher levels, develops a 
strategy that conceptualizes and incorporates complex market issues, and provides a clear concept for the 
future that people understand and which enables them to move forward.

Transforming Aligns people and organizations around change. Challenges the way things are and carries a message of 
change. At highest levels, not only acts as change leader her/herself, but creates a series of change leaders to 
support a coordinated effort.

Leading Teams Manages, focuses, and empowers team members. At the highest levels, creates empowered leaders to 
execute efficiently through the layers of the organization and across geographies.

Collaborating Engages with others over whom they have no authority. Creates partnerships. Compromises appropriately 
for results, rather than “giving in”. At the highest levels, creates enduring partnerships across barriers. Thers
capability incorporates collaboration, influencing, and networking.

Developing Capability Develops people over the long term. Identifies issues, gives feedback, and supports and enables 
development. At the highest levels, creates systematic development across an organization.



Implicit Motivation: Definitions

Dimension Definition
Achievement Motive 
(Efficiency and Innovation)

Energized by meeting and beating goals, personally improving the way things are done, doing and learning 
new things, doing better.

Subtypes:
• Efficiency focus: analytically reducing uncertainty, improving performance methodically and incrementally
• Innovation focus: creating major conceptual improvements, “step-change” performance improvement

Affiliation Motive 
(Interpersonal)

Energized by getting along with people, belonging to a group, personal relationships, engaging socially, being 
friendly.

Subtypes:
• Trusting: Belonging, trusting others, giving without expectation of return
• Anxious: Worry about damaging relationships, hurting feelings; concern for fairness in relationships
• Mistrustful: Anticipates failures of relationships, assumes inconsistency in behavior and intent

Influence Motive
(Impact on others)

Energized by having an impact on or influence on individuals, groups, or the world at large, having impact.

Subtypes:
• Personalized Power: Having an impact on others to make oneself feel strong
• Socialized Influence: Having an impact on others for the good of the whole
• Empowerment Drive: Power shared as power multiplied; growing the overall power of the group



Position Size and Scope scales

Size of Company (# employees)

8 50,000+
Top 250 of Fortune 

500

7 25,000-49,000

6 10,000-24,999
Transition to huge

5 5,000-9,999

4 1,000-4,999
Transition to large

3 500-999

2 250-499
Transition to mid-size

1 <250
Entrepreneur/ 

startup

Scope*

8 CEO of Global Enterprise

7 Head of Global Multi-Business, e.g., CEO of IBM, GE

6
Multi-Country/Regional Multi-Business, e.g., CEO Group 

President of Energy Transportation Group

Global Business, e.g., Group President

5
Multi-Business

Multi-Country/Regional Business

Global Multi-Function

4
Business

Multi-Country/Regional Multi-Function, e.g., EMEA Head of 

Ops

Global Function, Global HR, CFO

3
Multi-Function, single country, single business

Multi-Country/Regional Function, e.g., regional CFO

Global Sub-function, e.g., Global Comp

2 Function, e.g., Head of HR, single country, single business
Multi-country/regional Sub-function

1 Sub-function

* Effective levels added for multiple languages/geographies or other complexity indicators as appropriate



Hogan Personality Inventory: dimensions and definitions

Dimension Definition
Adjustment Predicts the ability to handle stress, manage emotions, and listen to feedback.

Ambition Predicts leadership, drive, competitiveness, and initiative.

Sociability Predicts a person's interest in frequent and varied social interaction.

Interpersonal Sensitivity Predicts charm, warmth, tact, and social skill.

Prudence Predicts self-control, conscientiousness, and work ethic.

Inquisitive Predicts curiosity, creativity, and openness to experience and ideas.

Learning Approach Predicts a person's learning style and/or preferred method for acquiring new knowledge.



Hogan Development Survey: dimensions and definitions

Dimension Definition
Excitable Concerns working with passion and enthusiasm, but also being easily frustrated, moody, irritable, and 

inclined to give up on projects and people.

Skeptical Concerns being alert for signs of deceptive behavior in others and taking action when they are detected.

Cautious Concerns risk aversion, fear of failure, and avoiding criticism.

Reserved Concerns seeming tough, aloof, remote, and unconcerned with the feelings of others.

Leisurely Concerns appearing to be friendly and cooperative, but actually following one's own agenda and quietly but 
stubbornly resisting those of others.

Bold Concerns seeming fearless, confident, and self-assured, always expecting to succeed, unable to admit 
mistakes or learn from experience.

Mischievous Concerns seeming bright, attractive, adventurous, risk-seeking, and limit-testing.

Colorful Concerns seeming gregarious, fun, entertaining, and enjoying being in the spotlight.

Imaginative Concerns seeming innovative, creative, possibly eccentric, and sometimes self-absorbed behavior.

Diligent Concerns being hardworking, detail-oriented, and having high standards of performance for self and others.

Dutiful Concerns seeming to be a loyal and dependable subordinate and organizational citizen.


